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About This Game

Lost in an intimate snowy town, a palette of individuals are in search of a mysterious artifact said to bring great knowledge and
understanding. Lead each character through their quest in this collection of minigames, each with unique personalities and

challenges... maybe their paths aren't so different after all.

A Little Bit More About Pillar:

A collection of minigames, each representing different personality traits (introversion, extroversion etc.) through
gameplay mechanics.

Different people, different gameplay; each part of the game will challenge you in a unique way.

Explore an intimate snowy town, beautifully hand-painted with attention to every detail.

A distinct soundtrack, composed hand in hand with the game's design, by the game's designer, to ensure a cohesive
experience.
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This epileptic game caused my friend to go into a seizure. After he puke don the floor he started babling some
psychologic♥♥♥♥♥♥ It was amazing! Happiness out of Persistence!. This game sucks♥♥♥♥♥ I have no ♥♥♥♥ing clue
what the developers were thinking. DO NOT BUY
-10/10. Fun & beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game. Simply broken to where completion is unachievable. Pillar is a game that requires some mental gymnastics to
understand the story. Each level deals with a different emotion but each two levels deal with the emotions and people involved
in tandem. It's a very cool concept and I enjoyed playing it.. Simply broken to where completion is unachievable. I received this
game for free.
Short game with puzzles of sorts.
Hand drawn graphics are nice but going through the puzzles I lost track of the story anyways.
It couldn't keep my interest to go through all the characters.. Great little puzzle game, the puzzle do require a bit of thinking but
are not too challenging. A great balance which can be hard to find sometimes.
The lack of instructions are thankfully not a hinderance, it is pretty intitive on how to move your characters. Nice music and art,
give you the feeling of being a alone in an empty world.. Upon revisiting this game, it's actually pretty cool and deeper than I
realized.

Original Review: I found the story to be very confusing and hard to follow. Worse, it seemed to have nothing to do with the
actual puzzles.. Upon revisiting this game, it's actually pretty cool and deeper than I realized.

Original Review: I found the story to be very confusing and hard to follow. Worse, it seemed to have nothing to do with the
actual puzzles.
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Simply broken to where completion is unachievable. Pillar is an interesting game. It's primarily a puzzle game, but it's also a
pretty emotional game, since the puzzles are conveyed via a personality, with personality flaws being a major aspect. For
example, the "Distant" personality puzzle is to advance through areas while trying to avoid human interaction. You're given tools
to accomplish that, but part of the fun is figuring those out so I won't explain anything. When Distant experiences human
interaction, the game definitely conveys that it's agony, at least, that was my interpretation. You don't necessarily "lose" if you
fail, but if you want to collect all the notes you should try everything.

But again, the core is the puzzles. Some of them are REALLY hard, and once again, you're free to skip right past them, but you
won't 100% the game then. Some of the puzzles I spent 30+ min on and still didn't solve, and had to try again another day. A lot
of the puzzles are pretty genius from a design perspective.

One more thing, the music is outstanding. I enjoyed Pillar overall.. Having finished this game I don't understand why this game
is actually impopular and I don't understand the mixed feelings, I find it special! Thing I both loved & hated: I were sometimes
like: "Should I really do this, should I really do that to proceed on my journey and to collect the notes I miss?"I had something in
mind, but wasn't sure if it would bring me further....but it did. Avoid being clueless, try things that feel right and you'll get there,
not wasting, but investing time necessary! Continue with some patience.
8/10. thank you, for this amazing game, Michael \u2665. Fun & beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game. Upon revisiting this game, it's actually pretty cool and deeper than I realized.

Original Review: I found the story to be very confusing and hard to follow. Worse, it seemed to have nothing to do with the
actual puzzles.. Great little puzzle game, the puzzle do require a bit of thinking but are not too challenging. A great balance
which can be hard to find sometimes.
The lack of instructions are thankfully not a hinderance, it is pretty intitive on how to move your characters. Nice music and art,
give you the feeling of being a alone in an empty world.. Upon revisiting this game, it's actually pretty cool and deeper than I
realized.

Original Review: I found the story to be very confusing and hard to follow. Worse, it seemed to have nothing to do with the
actual puzzles.. I've had the pleasure together with my co-host of having the developer of Pillar on for a podcast. Here we give
our impressions on the game and listen to the developers feedback.

One warning guys: This game will make you look differently at yourself after playing it.

The podcast can be seen/listened to here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOV0vzbdIp4

Hope you guys enjoy it! =)
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